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It was the first of a series of large-displacement Honda models to carry the RR suffix. It set a
precedent for lightweight in the superbike class, being much lighter than other
large-displacement bikes of the time. Changes for the model comprise a new shift-drum to
improve notchy gear shifts. The second-generation CBRRR, which debuted in , [1] incorporated
changes in damping rates and spring rates. The front fork was upgraded with a compression
adjuster. The upper cowl stay went from steel to aluminum, and the cylinder head cover went
from aluminum to magnesium. The styling of the bike also became more aggressive: The
independent dual lights became irregular-shaped multi-reflector lights known as "fox eyes" set
further back and covered to improve aerodynamics, and the bike had fewer of the RR's unique
fairing "speed" holes. The footpegs were firmer and slimmer like that of the RC45 and the
reversed pedal on the original was replaced with a shift linkage. Instead of measuring speed
from the front wheel, the speed is measured from the countershaft sprocket with an electronic
speedometer. To optimize rigidity Honda revised the suspension and chassis. Other revisions
included a smaller alternator, the addition of a throttle position sensor, extra clutch plates, and
a larger exhaust. Brakes got larger rotors on the front and new calipers and ergonomics were
revised with raised footpegs. The engine got revised with 80 percent new internals in an effort
to reduce friction and weight. Cylinders bore got an aluminum composites treatment and new
pistons. It also got a larger radiator and a new exhaust header in stainless steel. The engine
also featured fuel injection and larger valves set at a narrower angle. A new all-titanium exhaust
system equipped with HTEV was incorporated. The swingarm is mounted to the engine with
bracing under the engine. The new front fork now used upside-down construction. Larger fuel
injectors, larger radiator, re-mapped electronic fuel injection, and a more powerful ECU were
added. The restyled bodywork and fairings gave a sleeker look. The frame as well as the
swingarm were strengthened, and the footpegs raised to allow for greater lean angles. Power at
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Crosstourer. In , Honda released a more modern model with the same name. The style was said
to be influenced by a brief European trend toward a smooth and completely enclosed fairing
such as in the Ducati Paso. The CBRF2 was made from to It was introduced to replace the
original CBRF Hurricane and was considered one of Honda's most modern and innovative sport
bikes. Hurricane LPL Ishikawa led the development of the new bike, known internally as MV9
but also called the F2 [ citation needed ] , an alphanumeric that led to its official [ citation
needed ] name: CBRF2. The F2's development began with meetings to discuss concepts and
sketches for the new bike. A few months later, an F2 prototype was produced. Painted black, the
bike looked faster and sleeker than the more blocky first generation bike and test results were
superior: few motorcycles in the s had the performance ability of the F2. It replaced the F2, and
was produced from to It had a modified engine, ram-air intake and cartridge forks. The and
models also came with a deeper oil pan, sleeker tail fairings, seat and taillight, and a revised
engine head netting about a 3. The CDI and ram-air system were also revised to allowed for
smoother throttle curve over the â€” models, which could sometimes be jerky. The last made
models came with another revised engine head which resulted in a slight power gain. In , it was
replaced by the CBRF4 [ citation needed ]. The CBRF4 was produced between and It is the last
of the CBR series of Honda sport bikes to be carbureted. An aluminium twin-spar frame which
reduced frame weight was used, and the engine crankcase was designed to share the swingarm
pivot. Through a reduction of internal friction and weight, combined with larger valves, shorter
stroke and a bigger bore, higher revs were enabled. The spark plug caps had ignition coils built
into them. Slightly larger carbs were added and the oil cooler was now located by the oil filter.
The CBRF4i was produced from to The upgraded F4i is a modified F4 with numerous engine,
chassis and bodywork changes. The F4i's taillight is smaller with a new dual-bulb configuration.
The F4i had a new dash layout with a large analog tachometer. The new LCD digital display had
a speedometer, odometer, clock, engine temperature read-out, amber shift light and trip meters.
In a number of countries, the bike was sold in both the "normal" and "Sport" variants, the Sport
having a two-part seat, no grab rail and no main stand though the main stand mounting holes
remained. Fuel injection allows for more precise fuel metering and delivery over a wider rpm
range, while providing better throttle response and reducing emissions. Each injector has four

nozzles, and together the injectors add up to 3. The weight of the wheels was reduced. But
stopping power still was not on par with other bikes in the class. There is additional bracing on
the steering head for more response, better feedback and feel from the front end. The
suspension has also been tweaked with less high-speed damping and a little more low-speed
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ST Pan-European. VFRX Crossrunner. VFRX Crosstourer. Purpose-built as a ballistic hyper
tourer, the Blackbird is classic Honda: both an exercise in no-compromise corporate dominance
and also a fabulously refined, comfortable, slick and usable motorcycle in its own right. From
that day forward motorcycling entered a new era. Although no outright speed records were
broken that day it was clear Honda had raised the bar. The Blackbird might have had little in
terms of new technology but its power, chassis, equipment, manners and more all blended so
well there was simply nothing that came close in terms of eating masses of Autobahn miles.
Much of that is still true today. What a bike. Its V-Max was The Honda CBRXX Super Blackbird's
in-line four is a conventional layout but it works well producing acceptable low down power,
muscular midrange and a top end rush that gobbles up any straight in seconds. Some
Blackbirds get pressed into service as long distance, year round commuters and show few
signs except tatty fork leg lowers. Cam chain tensioners and regulator rectifiers can fail â€” like
almost every Honda four. I have a Honda Blackbird that 'chews up' radiator fan switches. Two
years ago it started heading for the red zone so I investigated and found the switch was faulty it
looks like a stumpy spark plug that screws into the back of the radiator infront of your left knee.
David Silver Spares provided a new one which turned out to be faulty unless fitting it damaged
it? That sensor is a single wire sensor which uses resistance changes in its circuit to monitor
the coolant temperature. The most common cause of a problem like this is a poorearth
somewhere. With this switch it would have to be the radiator itself at fault as it gets its earth
from the radiator thread. Any component needs an earth, and it looks for another one nearby.
The part number is: A A guy on the FireBlade forum worked it out. The only mod you have to do

is wire one of the terminals to earth by making up an earth wire, one spade, one ring and taking
it to an existing earthing wire attached to the radiator mount bracket on the left side. Take out
the bolt and add your new earth with the other one and crank it down. The Blackbird is a good
choice if you can afford it. This was the first year it got fuel injection, and the fuel tank was also
increased to a hefty 24 litres 5. The ignition key was linked to a built-in immobiliser, too. In the
past two years the bike has hardly changed, making the two-year-old machine very good value.
What to watch out for: Like a lot of modern sports bikes, the rear shock can quickly give up all
its damping properties. Wind the rear rebound damping up to the max and push down on the
seat â€” it should return slowly. Tyres wear much better than on some other big bruisers â€”
you should be looking at miles for a rear, a little less if ridden hard. Ask the owner how long ago
he changed the rear to see how hard the bike has been used. As well as the Honda parts on
offer, the Blackbird was an incredibly popular bike for modifiers, with many companies offering
turbo and supercharger conversions that meant you had up to hp, or more, available at your
right hand. Not subtle. Packages could be had for a little as a couple of grand. Read what they
have to say and what they like and dislike about the bike below. It's like a - smooth, powerful,
dependable, familiar, safe, sleek, understated, built to last. Balancer shafts in particular make
the engine so so smooth. Just unparalleled reliability and build quality. Occasionally I wonder:
'should I have got the Carb model for the extra power? You also count as ULEZ thanks to the
catalytic converter, which is great if you work in central London. I owned a KS before. It rode
and handled slightly better, was faster, but it was a nightmare to own, very poor reliability and
hugely expensive and difficult to service. Everything the Blackbird isn't. The difference in
performance doesn't matter when you're in the middle of France trying to get back to England,
or in the rain in the North East of England. It's a monster, but also so civilised if you want it to
be. Big sprocket means high top speed and gentle off the mark if you want it too. But the main
feature is smoothness. Just so smooth, like a plane. I have never owned a bike that's built this
well. It was Honda's flagship at a time where they built bikes to last. It makes the bike a great
investment. You're buying a serious piece of engineering that will never let you down. Many
bikes have hundreds of thousands of miles. I thrash my bike, use it all winter round and it never
leaks a drop of oil. There's no gear indicator, adjustable suspension, stupid tablet screen, etc.
But I just don't care, that's not what motorbiking's about. Also, the suspension broke on my K
Never fixed it either, because it would've been thousands. A really great all rounder. Fun, fast
and comfy. If I had to sell all my bikes and just keep one, I'd keep the Blackbird. Overall, pretty
good. Bearing in mind its age, lack of adjustment on the front end as standard can be modified ,
and the weight of it somehwere around kg with fuel , my pegs have ground the floor on a
number of occasions. Very quick in a straight line and surprisingly nimble but she doesn't turn
like my sportsbike. Combined braking system i. I like it, some don't. Can be removed.
Effortlessly quick, hp without cats, 6 gears. Seemingly endless linear power with a small
increase from 7k rpm onward. Happy at 30 or in 6th gear. Really very good. It's a honda. They're
basically bombproof if you keep them serviced. Cam chain tensioner can be weak and rattle but
there's newer improved versions now that don't fail. Carb model exhaust headers rust but again
stainless versions are available. You can get miles out of a tank if you're very careful. Will do
30mph in 6th gear or mph. Very little as standard due to age, but a huge availability of mods,
add ons etc. Talk to Karen Jaws at Jaws motorcycles. Buying experience: i bought this bike new
from dealer i think i paid pounds. I've had the bike 15 years and covered 70, miles on it. Its not
the best bike on the market but there isn't much better in an all rounder. Most people will tell
you the Blackbird is brilliant tourer, which it is. Now it handles like an over sized sports bike, of
its era. So smooth even after 80k, only slight complaint would be the 37ish MPG. Quality:
Honda's of this era were built to last, all the components and finish are great, mine is now worse
for wear but that is due to mileage and carrying pillions. The engine is now starting to burn a
little oil about as much as a new Kawasaki would. The only failures have been the electrics,
more specifically the rectifier, West Coast rewindings have repaired it re-wound and it's better
than the original. Also the thermostat on the radiator gave up after 70, miles. Buying experience:
Bought from a dealer in , with 14, still going strong with over 80, Easy to ride with unburstable
honda motor. Linked brakes not everyones taste but plenty of options to improve brakes and
handleing. Linked brakes need to be serviced to work as Honda intended. De-link kits available.
Wealth of knowledge out there by owners on forums Early carb versions 96 to Fuel injection
from 99 on. This engine is one of Honda's finest. Excellent build quality. The blackbird engine
easily capable of k plus without any major work. Good wind protection Comfortable ride all day
tourer that can still out perform a lot of modern bikes. Does everything. That was 14 years ago
and I cannot part with this bike. I would recommend this bike to anyone, it was way ahead of it's
time in my opinion The engine is still outstanding even by today's standards, smooth power and
plenty of it. The turning circle isn't good so can be hard work when in car parks or in the Alps. I

delinked the brakes which made a massive difference at low speed. It stopped the bike dipping
when you were trying to control speed. The bike is a good all rounder but fairly obviously is
aimed at long distance sports touring so city work can be slower. I do a lot of two up riding and
my wife finds it generally comfortable for 90 miles then a quick walk round and off again. We
have covered miles in two weeks several times without any really problems. Standard seats
fitted. I can ride this bike solo for miles before needing to stop. This engine is still as fast and
smooth as anything out there today in the real world. The only problem i have ever had is the
regulator failed. The other parts replaced are just the normal wear and tear items, rear shocks,
brake pads fork oil etc. I service and repair this bike my self. Valve clearances checked at and
none out of spec. When this bike was release the world didn't have accessories wide spread, so
you get an engine and a seat. What more do you want? The best thing i have done is delinked
the brakes and fitted handle bar risers. I recently inherited my dads Blackbird, I have ridden it
loads over the years passed my bike test in and from have ridden it The bike is a 56 plate my
dad bought from new. I am 29, 6ft 4 and 17stone, it still moves like the proverbial off a shovel. I
have found that sports bikes are a little too small for me and I look silly on them, this however
fits perfectly. I like that the bike is not loud of flashy but a bike for real riders. The bike has done
miles and still runs like a dream. I have mates on the new R1 and Blades and except for the real
twistys they cant get away. Breaks have come a long way since so not the best available but
pretty dam good. No matter the situation you have more power to work with, it has got me out of
some sticky situations. Few classic issues but the chain and sprockets were original till 50,
miles which is pretty good going. Owned from new for 21 years. Carb model. Garaged and fully
maintained by main dealer. I have never ragged it silly. Pads last about 15K miles, rear tyre
Original discs, original chain and sprockets really and not overly worn. All hail a still working
original Scottoiler. New alternator at about 25,, now on 34, miles. Downpipes rotted, replaced
with aftermarket stainless ones. On third battery. Full Givi plus tankbag, no other mods at all. I
have test ridden so many others to replace it and nothing has ever come close. Age very late
50's is now beginning to take its toll and wrists ache if slow traffic. RSI in clutch hand can play
up, it's a beefy clutch. CBS is faultless. Appetite for centre stand rubbers. Fork lowers look
tatty. Occasional H7 headlight replacement needed. Turned out to be shite supermarket patrol,
even though it was super unleaded. It is an old lady now! Docked it a star because 75 miles on
the stock seat is enough before you need a break. Nowadays, city traffic does play on my wrists
and the clutch can hurt if it is too much stop start. Open road is fine. At around mph where legal
the aerodynamics really come into play and it just locks itself down into position and you are on
a bullet train. If you have a Wingrack equipped bike like mine , you can get a nasty speed
wobble betweein mph on deceleration if you are no handed. Just don't do it. I have heard that
tapered roller bearings fix this but I haven't done it. Carb model means no delays, no let's wait
for the software to catch up, just instant, fully controllable, no glitches anywhere, power and
tractability. With a faint whiff of petrol as it is only Euro IV compliant. It left me stuck once, the
alernator had failed and the battery went flat meaning I couldn't start it old men struggle to
bump start a KG bike. AA jumped me and went home and got alternator replaced. Apart from
that, keep an H7 headlight bulb handy. Tyres and brakes always add up. Well, it has a clock and
analogue dials no FI remember. I really wish it had a gear indicator. No ABS, no fly by wire
throttle, traction control is in your right wrist and ABS is in your right two fingers easily enough
to haul it to a stop. Hi Mike H. There are plenty of reviews of this bike but I wanted to add mine
as I'm a lighter rider so might add something for others in a similar position. So I'm 30 years old,
5'8" on a good day but I weight 50kg or 8 stone. The seat height is on paper higher than my 98
fireblade but a better profile so easy to get boots on the ground. Pushing it around works up a
sweat but it's not overly difficult when resting it against your hip. With my curvy wife on the
back, we are talking over kgs. I'm planning on throwing some camping gear in the 3 boxes so
that will take that to as close as makes no difference half a ton. On the move the bird is a real
peach but after 2 weeks I do have to think about junctions a little more with the wife on the back
due to the weight. The hydraulic clutch which is extremely smooth but removes all feeling
doesn't help. Time and miles will remove this minor issue I'm sure. It's like someone stuck a jet
engine on a magic carpet. Even the Glasgow bit of the M8 is smooth!!! A peach when the wife is
in the bag. Mad when you want it. Always smooth. Good range. Brought needing a new cam
chain tensioner but I'm used to hondas of this vintage so got money off for something I had
sorted the next weekend :. It's a very busy space around the motor but everything is logical.
Haynes manual as ever is a good idea. Buying experience: Private quid for a bike on a y reg with
50k miles on the clock. Happy enough with that. Buying experience: Dealer asking R 45, Paid R
Stunning machine, why did it take me this long to own one? What you get is a comfy, smooth
running, big four banger that is so slick it feels as though a gas turbine motor is scooting you
along. Reckon that sums it up well, Honda chose the right name with this one, it shares much

with its winged namesake, mainly effortless speed in great comfort. Am gonna tweak the
handling a bit by fitting a better shock and fork springs, but it is on 15 year old components.
Wonderfully flexible big multi that shames almost anything else on the road. Above 8k rpm, the
acceleration in any gear is simply staggering. My only criticism would be that the throttle is a
little abrupt just off the stop which can be interesting when feathering it on potholed roads.
Fitted a manual camchain tensioner as a precaution. In terms of value: 5 out of 5. So much bike
for the money Should come fitted as standard with a police radar detector though Buying
experience: Bought from a dealer. No dramas, it was well priced. Great value for many bike
super tourer. Ultra reliable, reasonable fuel economy, still surprises some superlights and
punches in any weight class, rider experience dependent of course. Its a welcome addition to
my dream garage and a bike that will remain with me forever. Owned a few, for me the carb
models are the best and most brutal when tuned right. With adjustable preload and rear
suspension setup for individual weight and riding style you will find your own setup. I've done
miles on a full tank averaging mph before stopping for a refuel and stretch. Advise organic
brake pads, sintered pads bite better but are hard on discs. Organic pads are cheaper than
sintered pads and more than capable for fast road riding. Smooth seamless power. I prefer the
carb to injection. The delivery feels more instant and raw. I also found that a stock carb bird will
outsprint an injected Bird from a dig and rollons. Injected Birds run better up top but thats a
very low percentage of the ride experience. Full exhaust system with jetting and some head
smoothing extracts great power from carb bikes. Had a carb Bird making a true hp on the rear
wheel with headwork, full Akra titanium and jet kit. Makes a stock Busa struggle and keeps most
liter superlights honest. Careful in 2nd gear tho, wheelies without warning! Excellent build
quality, no mechanical issues, chain tensioner degraded so switched to a manual one, rectifier
failed, switched to a later model 7 pin one, handle grip rubbers tore at 80,kms, switched to
Harris CBR logo units. Change your rectifier to later model, ditch the cam tensioner for a
manual one and swap out the exhaust for a titanium Akrapovic or Yoshimura system. Add VFR
clipons, a single layer of memory foam when you recover the seat and a Puig or MRA double
bubble for long haul comfort and a trouble-free ownership experience. As stated before, the
seating position for my 5ft10 frame is a tad stretched and raked. VFR clipons are a direct
replacement and relieve the back pinch, seats a bit firm so advise buying a half a meter of 15mm
thick memory foam to add on when recovering the seat, DO NOT USE leather, stick to high
quality automotive or watercraft vinyl with some give and breathability. Windshield must be
replaced with a double bubble. The Puig and Powerbronze units are excellent but look a tad bit
heavy. MRA is the perfect compromise between sporty aesthetics and function but still require a
slight tuck to be truly affective. Luggage rack and panniers for the long hauls gobble up loads
but be weary of top box only as it creates some tail steering in crosswinds. Buying experience: I
currently have two Blackbirds, both carb models, one stock with only aftermarket Stealth slipon
cans and Givi rack. This is my tourer. This is my weekend toy. I don't do track with it but some
nights I creep up on unsuspecting Busas and 14s for l fun. Great Bike, Easy and forgiving to
ride while power keeps coming through gears. Build quality high standard. Perfect great all
rounder and fantastic alternative to a full on Sports or Superbike. Would definitely recommend
this bike to anyone. Ride perfect for touring, ride softer than some of the pure sportsbike's but
that's no problem and to be expected. Position very comfortable while still having that
sportsbike "feel", some may find the bars bit of a reach but there are plenty of aftermarket
options to improve position such as bar risers, peg options to improve comfort levels. Brakes
very good,some may need bit of time to get used to the linked brakes. Power keeps coming,
plenty of torque. Eye watering acceleration through 2nd and 3rd gears. Gets very hot in traffic or
just generally idling at standstill, don't be surprised to see the temp reaching c in traffic, have
also heard that c isn't uncommon either. Build quality very good solid feel. Have heard from
some that the finish on the forks needs bit more attention. Havn't had my bike for long, but so
far no problems. All the equipment you could need, unless your after something with all the
electronic rider aids of a recent superbike. I own my third Superblackbird after I had the the carb
version and the fuel injection one in My current one is almost 20 years old, 30, miles, I use it to
commute every dry day 12, miles in 2 years. Goes, feels and drives like new I had many other
bikes, this one is simply the best built. I have been "commuting" a few times to Italy, twice I did
it in one day! This is the ideal bike for the motorways, but in narrow bends doesn't disappoint.
My current model has the best power delivery, smooth and especially constant. In all the years I
had the 3 models, I never had a failure. Just serviced as necessary. All you need is there, maybe
if I could I would add gear indicator and air thermometer. Best bike I have owned, a Blackbird in
Black. It is comfortable. My wife loves going on the back. I commute every day and I still love
riding it on weekends. Some say it is heavy but I've never noticed that. I also like the linked
brakes but be aware brake pad changes are expensive because they have to bleed the whole

system. For a great touring machine nothing else compares, I've always owned Honda's but
ridden many other brands. When the blackbird came out in 97 it was an instant hit, over the
years of it's production, only small changes were made, because you can't change what is
already so good, Mr Honda you got it right with this one, hopefully we will see a new Blackbird
come again soon one day in Honda's future. I can say this bike is even better than the model,
although it guzzles more fuel. The bike came with a single Yoshi carbon full system and tips the
scale at least kg lighter than stock. It isn't the best bike in any one characteristic, but excels in
all aspects. Stability through corners, straight line acceleration, comfortable two up touring and
effortless high speed highway riding. The only let down for me are the linked brakes which feel
strange at first but you get used to them. It's a nightmare changing to braided brake lines, with
about 10 separate hoses needing to be changed! Smooth and powerful. Like a gauntlet in a
purple velvet glove. If you need one changed, get the one of the Honda X which shared a
detuned Blackbird motor. The lifter is longer with a slightly stiffer spring. Other than that I only
do my regular servicing and she's fired up first go each time. Fairly cheap to run for a big bike.
The engines are super reliable and components are all top notch with the exception of the front
fork legs. Solid yet unobtrusive pannier mounts. I don't use them, but at least they are easy to
mount if one chooses to go that way. I have installed Oxford hand grip heaters which work a
treat in the winter months. No more frost bitten fingers! Buying experience: I got mine from a
dealer for around pounds equivalent. A bit pricey but it came with a full Yoshi carbon system
and I got the dealer to replace the chain and sprockets and to fit my own set of Galfer brake
lines. That alone would have taken me a whole day to do. A bulletproof engine, housed in a
solid and very well made frame. The bike may look dated next to the latest Sports Machine but
to be really honest I don't like the look of them with their odd shaped exhaust systems and
spindly seats. The power is phenomenal; this is not a bike for beginners. No matter what others
say, the CBS on the Blackbird are very good. They have gotten me out of a tight spot on a
greasy road. If you want independent brakes get a sports bike. This system will stop me, the
missus and luggage on a wet road. Every bolt and nut is engineered to the highest standards.
No soft metals like the manifold screws in the Hayabusa. Tyres and fuel economy are obviously
down to how you twist your throttle. A genuine workhorse that wont let you down, as long as
you service her regularly. Buying experience: I bought mine from a dealer in Manchester Hunts
and they were very accommodating. She had carbon fiber fittings, air intake grills, frame bungs,
Blue Flame cans, Metzler tires and only miles on the clock on a Bird. To top it all off it was the
injection version with the digital dash. No bike is perfect, but the niggles are so small on the
Blackbird it might as well be. The 'negatives' are basically down to marginally higher insurance,
low bars somewhat fixable , limited frame slider options, and narrow mirrors that show as much
elbow as traffic somewhat fixable with SW Motech extender blocks. My red '99, the first year
with the fuel-injection, ram-air, and bigger tank, is beyond words - but here are a lot of them,
anyway. I know that nearly everybody who posts on these sites is in love with their bikes, but
the XX deserves all its praise. Full stop. This is a total precision machine with
religious-experience power. And it's built like a tank. Reliability is legend. Birds are running
around Europe with K plus on them. You can even change the oil and filter without taking the
fairing panels off - something you don't find on most high tech bikes. Chain adjust is easy too.
And it has a centre stand, like every chain bike should! Heck, make that any bike chain or not!! I
have had a few powerful motorcycles in my day but my Blackbird freaks me right out. The
acceleration is ungodly. But it's also a total pussycat if you want to ride it like that, no need to
rev the snot out of it. The huge torque is just there, delicious and smooth. Six gear is near
useless in my opinion because of the huge twist. I can bog this thing down to rpm around city
corners and it just chugs on. The handling too is fantastic. It has a very low centre of gravity, so
it moves around very well in city traffic, and it is very balanced and neutral in sport riding too.
Bike is just stable and neutral everywhere. Ride it a while and it feels light as a feather, even if
you're coming from a lighter bike. The suspension is zero-adjustable upfront, and
barely-adjustable out back, but it doesn't matter, it works very well. Smooth sophisticated ride
with very good bump absorption. The linked brakes are great, though not ABS. I've had a few
nearly all-out stops and I don't know what you'd have to do to lock up its wheels. Maybe hit ice
or road sand. Very stable and strong braking. I have a Yoshimura RS3 full exhaust system on it
with dB killer in and it sounds incredible. Just the right loudness. But I'm sure stock is great
too, nice and stealthy. In the big city, on the freeway, in mountains, even gravel! It is just Honda
classy competence all around. The only reason I haven't given it 4 stars on comfort is because I
find the bars low even with my VFR bars fix. If I can find a wife-winning argument to keep it and
also have something more upright too, I'll make it! They slip right into the stock mounts and
take up all the cable slack, but they work. That inch or so rise and pull back makes a huge
difference in comfort. Very comfy for sport touring. Still, a full day in the saddle leaves me a bit

cramped up. But I love every minute on this bike. And Blackbirds are cheap as hell right now
because the years have gone by. But they are not 'old tech' Hell, I'd buy it re-issued at '99 specs!
They got it so right back then! Get one, you will love it! Suspension is barely adjustable but it's
quality. This is hyper-sports touring, so its softness is right for that. Brakes are great. Found the
Honda OEM pads really good actually. Like them better than EBC, but maybe that's me. It's very
comfortable, but the bars are low and that will take its toll on tour unless you raise them. The
stock seat is pretty good, but I get monkey butt at the end of a long day. A Corbin, Sargent, etc
probably a good investment. Hard to imagine anything smoother, more powerful, and more
useable at every point on the rev range. Huge torque, and the top end is truly frightening. I've
found tire wear to be very good especially for a heavy torque monster like this. I run Metzeler
Roadtec Z8s. My favourite feature on this bike is the big tank. On tour, the Bird gets good fuel
econ. But hooning it up around town, or stuck in traffic, it's a bit thirsty. The 24L tank helps both
ways. ABS wasn't a given on motorcycles even one this sophisticated but the CBS linked
system is very good though and makes braking pretty stable. The Nissin calipers are good too.
The other great thing about this bike is the low centre of gravity. Wish my earlier Bandits had
that. Loved them to bits, but they were much more toppy. The integrated front signals are nice
too, and the headlight is incredibly bright. I've lit up deer eyes at about ft even on low beam!
Buying experience: Got mine used for a song. Don't know what that is in GBP. Highly
recommend the bird, easy to ride, clutch smooth only usual basket noise, softens with higher
grade oil. Recent knee ops may stop me from ownership with the weight, I know take me a long
time to find a bike like the blackbird. Excellent quality, never let me down. Previous owner used
it for commuting, apart from tatty looking forks it scrubs up really well. Still looks good for a 15
year old commuter. This is an amazing bike, a pleasure on the motorways and A roads. It is my
first big bike and had fun filtering and using as my day to day commute. It is a top quality bike
built to last, 13 years old and not a spot of rust or mark on it. Cant say the same for some other
brands after 1 -2 years on the road, It has been given a lot of tlc. My own criticism is that it
weighs a ton when moving it around and less then frugal. But I am glad that I got it, but need
something a little more frugal for my day to day. Starts on the button with Honda reliability and
more power then I will ever need to ask. Just keep giving and bringing a smile to my face. My
mechanic is not cheap. But next service i might do myself and looking at 50 pounds all in. Sure
there may be bikes that have a higher top end, but nobody leaves a bird in the dust off the line.
And those faster bikes??? They can pass everything BUT a gas station. Thirty-nine mpg with a
range of over miles? Why Honda stopped developing this bike is a mystery. Long rides up to
miles are great, after than you need some sleep. Typical Honda From to ? Not too bad. Don't
notice pillion and luggage but need break after mles. Like the old saying 'Walk softly but carry a
big stick'. Basic compared to modern bikes, Givi rack and panniers, Michelin Pilot rd3 excellent.
Unbelievable bike, I'd recommend this bike to anyone who's serious about bikes or touring,
pound for pound more smiles per miles than any other bike, awesome bike! Never ending
power, smooth, with low down grunt, power house of a engine,. Handles her weight extremely
well, super planted through corners. Inspires confidence. It's really nonsense of MCN
comparing the bird to a fireblade. Storming performance, dead easy to ride and a real pussycat,
until you decide to pin the throttle. It then turns into an absolute beast. Be warned though, if you
do decide to give it some stick just keep an eye on your speedo. Lovely, silky smooth power
delivery. I've found that the carb version seems more raw power than the injection, which is
exactly how I like it. Apart from having to change the CCT, never had a problem. Build quality is
second- to-none. My bike looks like it has just come out of the showroom. Seafoam fuel
treatment is your friend, especially if you store the bike during winter.. Quite good on fuel,
depending how you ride obviously. Some fit bar risers and foot peg lowering kit. After over
30yrs riding bikes, I can honestly say this is the best all rounder i've ever owned and does
everything superbly! She's done 48k and doesn't miss a beat. She's an exact replica of the 25th
Anniversary bike with the Penske shock,LSL goodies etc and handles brilliantly for such a
heavy bike and the lovely howl from the full Akrapovic?? Oh yeah!! Short or long distance, I'm
never uncomfortable. If i wanted a bit more padding i could get a new seat, but the standard one
is adequate. Bar risers are a must imho and the Penske shock is excellent. Fork oil changed last
service and from slow pootling, to balls out lunacy, makes no difference; the 'Bird' takes it all in
her stride with ease and never feels out of shape- if only the same could be said for the rider! If
like me you're lazy, just open up the throttle in top gear at low revs and you'll have a more than
reasonable amount of grunt to overtake and make progress. However, give her the beans
through the rev range and expect your neck muscles to get a good workout, along with
whatever else you're hanging on with and if like me you've got an Akrapovic on there,you'll be
doing it more often,simply for that beautiful soundtrack! So far,apart from regular servicing,
about which,i'm a bit anal, Lol no issues at all! Just the usual Honda 'grumble' from the clutch

basket which makes no difference. Honda parts are never cheap and if you wanna pay peanuts,
you'll get monkeys! My mechanic is reasonable and always does an excellent, thorough job. It's
a heavy bike and given my addiction to the exhaust note, fuel consumption is about as good as
i can expect - ish. Had Pirelli Corsa tyres on when i bought it Battlax 's ok,but tend to square off
towards the end. Not tried 's, currently on Pirelli GT's. Not as quick steering as the corsas, but
so far so good. Happy with them. Buying experience: Private With 3 cases it's as comfortable
for touring as a BMW at low revs but so much power at high revs it will blow your mind. At high
revs it becomes dangerous for a non-experienced rider because of the sheer power. Standard
maintenance and you can put it in your will for future generations. Buying experience: Bought
second hand with 9. Good bits: Smooth, fast, comfortable, ultra reliable,and never looks out of
place amongst newer bikes despite her being 17 years old. Carry's luggage and a pillion with
ease, is easy to service and despite it's weight and power she rides effortlessly in every gear. A
pleasure to own and I cannot see myself owning any other bike. Bad bits: On my third Blackbird
now and there are NO bad bits. I changed bikes in the hope of finding something better but
nothing came close so always came back to the Blackbird. The ride is smooth and effortless
regardless of which gear you are in. It matters not which road you are on as she can perform
and handle in all roads and in all conditions. No complaints from pillion with regards to ride or
comfort but an upgraded gel seat are apparently a good investment for long distance touring will eventually get one when funds permit. Performance is out of this world. Blistering in every
gear but my favourite is 2nd to 3rd. Nothing on the road comes close to the acceleration of a
BB. She will also sit effortlessly at a decent speed on the motorway and also in town in top gear.
A truly wonderful piece of machinery. Common Honda in general problems are regulator
rectifier, battery and stator. I have had to replace all three parts at different times but all fixes
are relatively cheap and can be fixed at home with little hassle. She is a solid bike that is built to
last and will regular oil changes she will last for ever. Basic servicing can all be done at home
and all parts are cheap to source and buy. If going to a dealer for a service it will cost a lot more
as you will have your standard labour rates plus parts. She is a 17 year old bike so not many
goodies on offer but what she does have is all working as it should. I have full hard luggage
with mine and she still looks amazing when all kitted out. Does significantly add to the weight of
the bike but the beauty of this bike is as soon as you move the weight disappears. I would also
recommend a double bubble screen, rear hugger and a gel seat nice but not essential. I've
owned my 55 plate blackbird for three years now and it has been awesome. It's so easy to ride.
No need to worry about which gear you're in: it will pull from less than 30mph in sixth gear and
first will get you to 70 if you have the courage to look at the speedo. Wind protection is
reasonable with a double-bubble screen, although the handlebars were a little exposed, so get
heated grips or expect cold fingers in the winter. Don't worry about being made to look a fool on
corners: with practice and perhaps some training you'll be able to embarrass your gixxer pals.
Two-up you have to be careful with the throttle, but it's comfortable and smooth. Brakes give
lots of confidence and are strong and predictable. Reliability is top of the class: nothing at all
went wrong with mine. The clutch is light and smooth, but be careful with it on up-shifts in low
gears cos it's disturbingly easy to spin the back tyre :- The gearbox is a gem: no missed
changes, no gaps between gears, very little clunk from neutral. It's quite a long bike, but
wheelies are there to be had: just use the throttle. Two-up the front wheel likes to glance at the
clouds from time to time. Downsides are very few: anyone will tell you the headlights are pretty
poor even by the standards of the day, and expect to shred the back of your hand while
changing bulbs unless you want to dismantle the front end. That's it. I'm only changing my 'bird
because they don't make them any more. Silly Honda! And don't try to tell me a VFR does the
job! It was too easy to cruise at licence losing speeds. Nothing else in 35 years on bikes ever
came close. I'll keep it now until I'm too old to ride bikes. Planning another Monaco run this
summer. The Blackbird is one of those hidden gems, after owning a model I can truthfully say
this machine not on a wolf in sheeps clothing is a well rounded comfortable all day cruiser.
Europe Beware!! One niggle is the lack of options to buy lowered footpegs for both rider and
pillion, being 6,2" I find reaching the bars no problem but the footpegs are about cm to high in
my opinion. Take one Super Blackbird kg, add two panniers 20kg, one top box 5kg, one
girlfriend 65kg and a rider 80kg, fill with fuel 20kg and what do you get??? I can't get over how
well this bike carries weight, in some respects it's actually easier to tip into corners fully loaded
because it requires less counter steering to get it over. Plus when the weight is off you can still
scratch on the weekends. Honda certainly made this one properly! Great bike, Very very
responsive if your riding solo and you hit the power in a roundabout you will find it will be like
tokyo drift and if your riding 2 up and you hit the power you do a wheelie, and for just to have a
nice ride out they are brilliant always makes lookers. As it turns out so did my wife, although
she often said it would be great to get a bike music to my ears I didn't think she would be so

keen on it. After cutting my teeth on the I really wanted a bigger bike but it had to be pillion
friendly so my wife enjoyed it as much as I did. We both like sports bike styling and these 2
points put together really narrow the choice. I saw a Blackbird up close for the first time in late
and if I am honest set my heart on one then. Actually got one on my 50th Birthday in May best
present to myself ever. Since then we have done about 6, miles on it. I am not exactly the most
experienced rider and therefore don't have a lot to compare it with but I find this bike so smooth
and comfortable yet also very exciting when you work the right hand a bit harder. We use it
mainly for pleasure anything from local rides to a day trip to Belgium being the longest so far.
As only a second bike for me I can't say a bad thing about it and could not think of a bike I
would rather have even though mine is over 10 years old. For me it is really the perfect all
rounder with excitement on tap and the lengendary Honda reliability. Now these are just my
humble opinions so please no one get upset, and I do love fireblades, I had a 97 model. I booked
a test drive on a Blade last August and rode the Bird to the dealers. It was a beautiful warm
sunny day and I had the Blade for as long as I wanted. I did about 80 miles on fast A and B
cornish roads no speed cameras I had a great time. Took the Blade back, got on the Bird to ride
home on the same roads. The Bird felt better, faster, punchier, more stable and had more room,
could still get my knee down and has better tank range. I couldn't contain my delight knowing I
was riding the best bike in the world. Tip: The best mod for a Bird is to dump the original
exhausts and fit a titanium system, this loses 23 kilos overnight, this along with a 6mm riser on
the rear shock utterly transforms the Bird and brings it bang up to date. There are alot of
reviews ahead of mine, and not without reason the CBRX is simply the best motorcycle
available all things considered. It may not have the top end stretch of the newer liter bikes, or
the hit off the bottom of the ZX14 etc, but make no mistake this is an obscenely fast bike. Yet, to
stop at that would not do it justice. The real interesting aspect, the thing which sets this apart is
the supernatural smoothness with which the blackbird conducts its smoothness, from the
parking lot, to the standing mile and everywhere in between. The suspension is not adjustable,
but it doesnt need to to be. The ride is great, even with a passenger, and it handles beautifully,
inspiring absolute confidence. It is a great bike to ride, easily comfortbale further than the range
of a tank. Small women seem to be quite comfy on back too. I wish the bike had hazard lights.
All in all, thats my biggest complaint. Which is saying something about the excellence of the
package. This is my second Bird. After riding for almost 28 years I have to say its the best all
round bike money can buy. Performance is well up to sports bike standards and you can ride it
for more than an hour and still walk! I love the way the Bird delivers it's power and handles,yes
its over KG but once on the move it handles very well U Don't have to be an Expert to figure out
a KG bike is gonna be quicker in corners than a heavier one. Get ya leg over the Bird and take
her for a blast - always brings a smile to Ya face Well since writing my last review I got bored
with the BB so sold it and brought a Varadero. Very silly move on my part and so after 7 months
of ownership I part exed it for another BB. My 5th one. I am glad I did now because by what
Ihave read it is not looking very good. So once again the BB gets my vote and if you are
considering buying one then do because value for money wise they cannot be beaten and they
are destined to become a classic. I like many here have owned a cople of XX, but in my humble
opinion the carbed XX I had was definately better than the 04 injected I also had, better on fuel,
and felt raw and violent compared to the injected one which to be honest I never geld with. A
good solid bike, reliable never let me down once, both of them. T he only problem I found was
when cover mile trips in a day only stopping for fuel etc, was I got terrible burning between the
shoulder blades, to the point I just wanted to get of it, however putting buell footpegs on it and
bar risers eased this alot. I first rode an XX in the Spring of ; it was a 98 model. I found one
simply by chance at a dealer in Kentucky. It was a pristine model that was built in November of
The bike had 14, miles on it and it scared the crap out of the original owner. I came back an hour
later and paid cash for the bike. Now, 6 weeks later I have put almost 2, miles on the bike. The
XX is beyond smooth at any speed and the powerband is very linear from idle to terminal
velocity. The bike may be heavy at pound but riding it, you wouldn't know it. It's a bit lazy in the
tight twisties but if you stay ahead of the bike it will give the RR models a real headache and the
XX design is now 13 years old which is amazing in the world of the high performance bikes. The
XX will clear miles on a load of fuel, is very easy to maintain and commands respect everywhere
it goes. It's comfortable, has a fun factor that is through the roof and has a spirit akin to the
finest thoroughbred. Good points.. Bad points.. I test rode a few other bikes but found the Bird
although older and less flashy looking to be completely able, inspiring, comfortable, fun, and
damn powerful. If you wanna push it the bike's nutty fast, but otherwise just handles and feels
like a thoroughbred. I can't say a word against this bike, although i'd buy something lighter and
rinse it's neck for fun rides. Don't expect to do a tight u-turn on this bike, and don't expect to
feel agile in london traffic It's a sure bet all-rounder. I bought a sweet looking mat black model

about 5 months ago and after riding a Bandit for 5 years I felt that it was time to step up to
hyperbike status. Hyperbike just about sums this machine up, but the amazing thing about the
XX is just how user friendly it is for everyday riding. You can pootle about at 30 mph no problem
at all, and you could be forgiven for thinking you are riding a commuter as it hides all its mass
so well. Pull onto a motorway slip road however, and let the revs run up over 5k and all of a
sudden you are the only thing in the universe that is moving. There is a moments blur as the
fluids in your eye balls try to adjust to the sudden gee forces and then you are half a mile away
from where you last blinked. I had read reviews that described the XX as being 'comfortable' but
unfortunately I suffer from a permanent shoulder injury and the riding position is just on the
wrong side of sporty for me. Don't just go once around the block and happily throw all your
cash at the dealer like I did, as this bike needs to be actively ridden at all times, you can't just sit
back and enjoy the view as that would mean riding no handed which this bike can do quite well
it's so stable. Alas for me the pain in my shoulder tempers the joy of riding this machine, so I
am trading it in for brand new Bandit, but such is the snail-like depreciation of this bike that I
only had to hand over a few hundred quid to swap a 4 year old bike for a brand sponner. Bought
my 'bird a month ago its a 97 model and to say Im happy is an understatement. Stepped up from
a GSXF and the 'bird is a revalation feels lighter n lower than the gsx and jeez the go factor is
like "beam me up scotty" warp factor 9 in an instance!! I cant stop grinning when I've had a little
play on it and Im looking forward to a trip to France on it, all I can say is its fantastic. I am now
onto my forth new Blackbird and I cannot wait to collect it from the showroom next week. Like
most people I have had numerous makes of bikes but since I have had a Blackbird I cannot find
anything comparable to do what I do that is Tour and also use it as a toy. Like most of us I am
frightened of losing my licence so the majority of the time I am riding at National Speed Limits,
well most of the time,and it trundles along quite easily but when I want to open it up mostly in
France its a powerful tool. There are times when I wish it had more of an upright stance but I
can put up with it being semi radical for the pleasant smooth ride it gives me. It definitely makes
me a better rider than I am. Just before I brought this one I test rode a CB F having read a road
testers report in a monthly magazine in which he said it was the best bike he had ever ridden
and he advised everyone to go out and buy one, and I could not believe how awful it felt.
However I am not knocking the bike because that is just how I felt,it must have been bad
because I was given an hour to test ride it and I took it back within 10 minutes, even though they
gave me an hour to ride it. All I can say is that if the road tester felt this was such a good bike he
could never have ridden a Blackbird. I would recommend this bike to even the most novice of
riders as it is so forgiving and will not turn around and bite you if you get yourself into any
trouble. I purchaced my first Blackbird a with miles on 3 years ago after trying Yam xjr Suzuki
Honda pan ,and thought this bike is a great allrounder. Everything is great comfort performance
etc. So this year i have purchaced another Blackbird i could only afford a model but it does
come with fuel injection top box panniers one owner from new and only miles so i am happy
again. Pitty it could not have been black. Can't really add anything to the comments below. The
others are either too heavy, or too cramped, or too slow, or too lumpy, or no fun, in comparison.
If only Honda could use the same engine and produce a set of convertible handle bars with
settings between low and very high, for those people who want to sit bolt upright for long range
comfortable cruising, as well as knocking about 25kg off without having to buy after market
exhausts. Then they would have the ultimate all round bike! Despite its age it is still the best all
round bike on the market. I've had a blackbird for a year now, and have to say, this is the bike I
have been looking for, for a very long time. There is very little negative to say about it, and so
much positive stuff. It's power and performance is sublime and effortless. On the down side, the
handling is not up with todays sports scapels,it is a heavey bike, and is best left to the fast
sweepers, the equipment is basic - what just what you need, and no more, and the mpg is too
easy to get below 40mpg. Legs slightly cramped i'm 6'1" and I need a solution to that. Having
said that, the only bike I would replace this with is another blackbird. I thought was the year to
change bikes and I have ridden a BMW and a Triumph to name but 2 and when I get back on the
Blackbird I think "why bother changing". I suppose I will have to wait until the new version
comes out? Quality, performance and pure class in one package. It beggars belief how the
competition are still in business; I rode a Hyabusa once, as you do, and jeez, it had more vibes
than a 12" anal intruder fitted with top shelf Duracells. I've had 29 years of proper biking, have
owned all sorts, but believe me, this is top of the form. Basically a heavier refined fireblade!
Strengths: Smoothness, tankrange, effortless performance. Handling on the BB is superb and
once you get used to the linked brakes you've cracked it. I have had three Blackbirds in the last
six years. There have been no reliability problems, comfortable for pillions over long distances.
I'd never think of changing it for another make of bike because the bird does everything I need,
satisfaction guaranteed. Strengths: Looks, speed, comfort, reliability. Plus its just a pleasure to

ride! Weaknesses: Soft paint, marks easily. The Blackbird has been around since At that time it
was deemed the fastest production bike in the world. Time has moved on and faster bikes have
been produced, but there is only one Blackbird. I ride a model, in my eyes its faultless, it eats up
the miles with ease. Strengths: Very well balanced, and has masses of power instantly available.
Weaknesses: Bit of a stretch to the bars. I have owned this bike for two years. Bought it in
model and cover about miles a year. The bike is such a pleasure to ride - fast or slow. I also get
compliments from pillions about it's smoothness and comfort. Strengths: Smooth easy power.
Comfort with bar raisers fitted! I have covered miles in a day without numb bum! Pride of
Ownership. Weaknesses: Lack of adjustability. Reach to the bars is a bit long, I am 6ft! The
blackbird is a truely awesome machine that just does everything so well. Whether it be going for
a Sunday blast or long distance touring. Strengths: Power delivery, comfort, linked brakes,
looks Weaknesses: Rectifier Everyone complains about the linked brakes but I have found them
superb, perhaps not ideal if your on a trackday but in the real world they offer solid powerful
braking with no worries! Weaknesses: Looks are now getting a little staid. More refined than a
busa, but not as quick. My wife prefers the Busa for comfort though! Strengths: Refinement.
Weaknesses: Pillion comfort. I love the engine performance - the acceleration above rpm is
unbelievable and the bike just keeps wanting to accelerate up to amazing but best left
undisclosed speeds. Have just done miles over the weekend going to Assen and was sorry to
get off the bike on Sunday night - can't think of a better accolade. I love this bike. It's built really
well, is stone reliable, electric smooth, has boundless power, handles well, and represents a lot
of progress over my first bike, a BSA single almost 40 years ago. At this rate of progress, 40
years hence motorcycles will really fly. Maybe sooner. If so they'll probably be Hondas.
Purchased in Dec 03 as a replacement for my '98 Fireblade. The Blackbird is heavier but I no
longer notice the weight so much. I have just completed a two week trip to Spain and back
through France. The bike did everything I asked of it and I kept pace with my two Fireblade
mounted mates through the Pyrenees. It is difficult to fault the Blackbird as a road bike.
Composed, fast, smooth and comfortable. It handles well too. The build quality is very high but I
have picked up a few stone chips and scuffs to the paintwork. Nothing major but a little
disappointing after only a few thousand miles. I have fitted a hugger, fender extender and a
Scottoiler. Other than that the bike is fine as is it and I have no plans for any further changes.
Weaknesses: Can get hot in town or at slow speeds leading to the cooling fan running a lot.
Other than that, it's difficult to fault. I think the bike is a great all rounder. In 44, miles literally
nothing has gone wrong, not even a bulb blown. Tyrewear much better than I thought. Still
cracks mph plus. I live in Somerset and work in Portsmouth so the Bird has really come into it's
own. M27 snarl ups are dealt with easily and A high speed cruising is comfortable and fast touring two up to Assen from Yeovil in was bloody wet but we both could walk at the end unlike our Hayabusa riding friends! A powerful machine that can easily be tamed - In 25 years of
riding I can't think of a more capable all rounder - bring on the cc version! Owners' rating 4.
Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 16 images View 1 video. View bikes for
sale. Warranty term Two year unlimited mileage. Engine 5 out of 5 It's a monster, but also so
civilised if you want it to be. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Do it yourself it's easy with a Haynes.
Equipment 4 out of 5 There's no gear indicator, adjustable suspension, stupid tablet screen, etc.
Engine 5 out of 5 Effortlessly quick, hp without cats, 6 gears. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 You can
get miles out of a tank if you're very careful. Equipment 3 out of 5 Very little as standard due to
age, but a huge availability of mods, add ons etc. Engine 5 out of 5 this engine is a real gem.
Value vs rivals 5 out of 5. Equipment 4 out of 5. Engine 4 out of 5 So smooth even after 80k, only
slight complaint would be the 37ish MPG. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Approx. Equipment 3 out of
5 No traction, or ABS in those days! Engine 5 out of 5. Engine 5 out of 5 Early carb versions 96
to Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 The blackbird engine easily capable of k plus without any major
work. Equipment 4 out of 5 Good wind protection Equipment 5 out of 5. Engine 5 out of 5 This
engine is still as fast and smooth as anything out there today in the real world. Value vs rivals 5
out of 5 I service and repair this bike my self. Equipment 4 out of 5 When this bike was release
the world didn't have accessories wide spread, so you get an engine and a seat. Engine 5 out of
5 No matter the situation you have more power to work with, it has got me out of some sticky
situations. Equipment 5 out of 5 only need a rev counter and speedomiter everthing else is
wasted. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Tyres and brakes always add up. Equipment 4 out of 5 Well, it
has a clock and analogue dials no FI remember. Engine 5 out of 5 A peach when the wife is in
the bag. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 18 year old bike and no stuck fasteners! Equipment 5 out of 5
Everything you need and nout you don't! Engine 4 out of 5 Reliable. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5
Thirsty at high speed. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5. Equipment 5 out of 5 Monster power and
torque. Engine 5 out of 5 Smooth seamless power. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Change your
rectifier to later model, ditch the cam tensioner for a manual one and swap out the exhaust for a

titanium Akrapovic or Yoshimura system. Equipment 3 out of 5 As stated before, the seating
position for my 5ft10 frame is a tad stretched and raked. Engine 5 out of 5 Power keeps coming,
plenty of torque. Equipment 5 out of 5 All the equipment you could need, unless your after
something with all the electronic rider aids of a recent superbike. Engine 5 out of 5 My current
model has the best power delivery, smooth and especially constant. Equipment 5 out of 5 All
you need is there, maybe if I could I would add gear indicator and air thermometer. Engine 5 out
of 5 Smooth and powerful. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Fairly cheap to run for a big bike.
Equipment 5 out of 5 Solid yet unobtrusive pannier mounts. Engine 3 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4
out of 5 Tyres and fuel economy are obviously down to how you twist your throttle. Equipment 5
out of 5 Bulletproof. Engine 5 out of 5 Hard to imagine anything smoother, more powerful, and
more useable at every point on the rev range. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 I've found tire wear to be
very good especially for a heavy torque monster like this. Equipment 4 out of 5 My favourite
feature on this bike is the big tank. Engine 5 out of 5 smoothest I have ridden. Value vs rivals 4
out of 5 acf50 and my old school mechanic keeps it tip top. Equipment 5 out of 5 no touring kit
on it, purchased with bridgestones, no complaints, first time for me as I always used 2cts.
Engine 5 out of 5 doesnt get much better. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5 My mechanic is not cheap.
Equipment 4 out of 5 gear indicator might be helpful and a bigger screen. Engine 5 out of 5 In 5
years and 60, miles not one engine problem. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Typical Honda Equipment
5 out of 5 BIG tank, quiet, great looking. Engine 5 out of 5 Like the old saying 'Walk softly but
carry a big stick'. Equipment 3 out of 5 Basic compared to modern bikes, Givi rack and
panniers, Michelin Pilot rd3 excellent. Engine 5 out of 5 Never ending power, smooth, with low
down grunt, power house of a engine,. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5 Service the bike myself
Equipment 4 out of 5 Love the old style clocks,. Engine 5 out of 5 Storming performance, dead
easy to ride and a real pussycat, until you decide to pin the throttle. Engine 5 out of 5 If like me
you're lazy, just open up the throttle in top gear at low revs and you'll have a more than
reasonable amount of grunt to overtake and make progress. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 Honda
parts are never cheap and if you wanna pay peanuts, you'll get monkeys! Equipment 4 out of 5
Had Pirelli Corsa tyres on when i bought it Engine 5 out of 5 At high revs it becomes dangerous
for a non-experienced rider because of the sheer power. Equipment 5 out of 5 A GPS would be
welcome. Engine 5 out of 5 Performance is out of this world. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Basic
servicing can all be done at home and all parts are cheap to source and buy. Equipment 5 out of
5 She is a 17 year old bike so not many goodies on offer but what she does have is all working
as it should. Equipment 3 out of 5. Engine 4 out of 5. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5. Equipment 2 out
of 5. CBRXX just the best! It's smooth powerful and easy. I love it. Enough power to keep up
with the hypersports bunch! Medium Summary of owners' reviews. Make Honda. It was the first
of a series of large-displacement Honda models to carry the RR suffix. This one has been given
the chrome treatment, check out the pictures, I bet you will like what you see!!! Complementing
this excellent power performance were the bike s low weight. This one has aftermarket exhaust
on it, it sounds sweet!!! It runs just as good as it looks!!! Stop in or give us a call toady. Be sure
to check out brennys dot com for this, and lots of other bikes, and ATVs!!! Each bike goes
through rigorous inspection, cleaning and examination before we feel comfortable considering
it a part of our inventory and available for sale. Once we are through with our thorough
inspections and cleanings and the bike has been approved for sale, we photograph it from all
angles. The picture views assure to our clients that the bike is in good condition and there are
no flaws to hide, which is important to both us and to our online buyers. Be sure to check out
brennys dot com for this, and lots of other bikes, scooters, and ATVs!! Garage kept and low
miles. Never downed, original farings. Clean title. Text Tony. Model Cbr RR. Collector owned
and operated. Black and White Repsol Bodywork, comes with race rear sets in regular or GP
pattern, mm front rotors, jetting in carbs, New Race Dash, Race stands front and rear extra
bodywork and original dash and foot pegs. Bridgestone Tires. Miles are on rebuilt engine. One
of a Kind CBR with many racing parts. You will not see another like this. Bike very good daily
rider or track bike. If you are a serious buyer call me. I need cash in hand to ride will be returned
if you decide you don't want bike.. Has 18,xxx miles great condition. Make Can-Am. Make
Yamaha. Model YZF-R6. The R6 is without a doubt the most dominant cc sportbike with
championship runs in both Supersport and Superstock in Make Harley-Davidson. Model
Sportster For decades, fun could best be defined as a potent engine sitting dead center in a
strong, agile frame with nothing but miles of winding asphalt ahead. Once astride, twist the
throttle and feel the V-Twin generate mounds of torque. We rubber-mounted the engine to the
frame for a more comfortable ride â€” no road is unfamiliar territory, no journey too far. And
though riding a Sportster has always been a blast, we keep finding more ways to make things
even more rider friendly. We redesigned the transmission so it shifts smoother. The pure
American street machine just keeps getting better. It starts with a narrow, agile XL frame. From

the solo seat, over the low-rise bar, you see miles of asphalt playground ahead. That and the
low price of admission make you smile. Fender to fender, this machine is all Harley-Davidson.
Classic tank. Staggered shorty dual exhaust pipes. Ready for thrills in every bend? Rider, meet
Sportster. This bike is super fast! Model V Star Midnight Custom. Yes, this long, low custom
really is that long and low Model WRF. The WRF is a light, agile off-road bike designed for tight
trails and woods. Model Street Glide. Thousand Oaks, CA. Alamo Heights, TX. Burnet, TX. Baton
Rouge, LA. Davis, CA. Alamo, CA. Brooksville, FL. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
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Honda. Model CBR Brand New Battery. Freeway driven as a commuter bike. Original Owner.
Rear Trael4. Model CBR. This motorcycle was in a storage unit since The original owner only
road it on the temp tag when it was first purchased and never titled it. It was first registered by
me in July ONLY original miles. Starts and runs like new. The Smokin Joe's paint scheme was a
limited edition for this year and is bound to be a collectors item. The bike has just been serviced
and rides great. Please look at all the pictures carefully unfortunately while in storage the bike
had suffered some minor scrapes and scratches. There are two cracks around the right front
turn signal a couple of inches long that were repaired from behind to prevent further cracking.
The overall condition of the bike is not perfect but is in excellent condition considering this is a
20yr old sport bike. I can ship the motorcycle through Forward Air. Please check there rates
online. Shipping charges are the responsibility of the buyer. Please ask all questions before
bidding. Purchased new in May of Always stored indoors and kept out of the rain so the paint is
still lustrous and all parts are rust-free. Fanatically maintained and serviced all records. This
bike is essentially museum quality. For more information, I may be reached at Model CBR F3. A
blast from the past with the gnarly graphics that Honda was pushing out at the time. You need
to come see this thing in person. It will take you down memory lane Makes for a high
performance fun sport-commuter. This bike runs great and rides smooth. Mechanically solid.
Bike was laid down once 13 years ago, and the minor cosmetic damage pictured never bothered
me enough to want to pay to fix it. Tires should get through this season. Clean title. Needs
nothing at all. Ready to ride. Sorry, no test rides without cash in hand. Please text for info: 4o9
2oo7. Purchased new in May, so it is actually one year newer than indicated. I have all records
pertaining to this one-owner, all-stock, museum-quality motorcycle. Always stored indoors and
never left to stand in the rain so it is completely rust-free. No scratches. Never left to "bake" out
in the sun, so its paint is still lustrous and oxidation-free. The oil and filter changes have been
performed at the following mileages: , , approximately , , , , , , , , and For a planned multi-year
storage, this motorcyle was professionally prepared for long-term storage by Honda, Harley,
Suzuki of Chillicothe, Ohio e. Stored with double-stacked carpet samples under each tire to
prevent flat spots. Despite the long-life fuel stabilizer being run through the carburetors for
winter storage, I recently noticed a slight hesitation in responsiveness on its "bottom end"
below 3, rpm. It now runs as new. Call for more details Model CBRF3. Model Cbr Runs like a
brand new bike and looks great doing it! Have to see in person to appreciate her true beauty!
Recent engine oil and coolant change with HondaPro Lubricants. Clean Title in hand. If you are
interested, or have questions please call, text, or email Matt any time Model Shadow Spirit The
inch wheel out front sets the tone, and the V-twin engine provides all the fun. In between you ll
find a perfect blend of classic and modern styling touches, including spoked wheels, plenty of
chrome and a super-comfortable riding position. Get ready for some stares when you re riding
this bike. And plenty of envy, too. The Spirit's power makes it perfect for around-town cruising,
commutes and casual weekend-long rides. Five-Speed Transmission Wide-ratio five-speed
transmission lets you cruise the boulevard at a low, unhurried pace, at the same time allowing
you to hop on the highway without revving the engine through the roof. Plus, the low seat also
inspires rider confidence. Comfortable Saddle The broad, low-slung one-piece seat design is
comfortable for both the rider and passenger. And with the super low seat height, they really
help smooth out the bumps and potholes on your ride. Shaft Final Drive. Model Fury. MINT
condition. Passenger backrest has been added! Finance and warranty options are available. The
Sound. The Feel. The Fury. Witness the Fury hands down, the most distinctive custom Honda
has ever created. Long, lean and mean, stretching nearly six feet from axle to axle, this machine
literally screams with chopper style. And once you ve saddled up and fired that big cc V-twin,
and felt its throbbing pulse beneath you, you ll know you ve experienced a motorcycle like none
other. A Masterpiece of Form and Function Make no mistake, the Fury is all about the way it
looks, sounds and feels and the way all these sensations make you feel when you re riding it.
But like all Hondas, the Fury is also a showcase of engineering, boasting innovative features
like Programmed Fuel Injection, custom-cast wheels, specially designed shaft drive, and, of

course, that monster cc V-twin. Call it the perfect marriage of style and substance. Chopper
Styling The Fury is one of the most authentic, radically styled custom motorcycles that Honda
has ever produced. It features a teardrop seamless fuel tank, an ingenious single-shock rear
suspension system and an aluminum swingarm. Long Rake A raked-out front end and
condensed, hard-tail look to the rear, plus a stretched wheelbase. And that long wheelbase is no
illusion the Fury stretches a full Model VTX C. Model VFR F. No motorcycle connects rider,
machine and road like a sportbike. The immediate acceleration, the chassis that feels like an
extension of your own skeleton, the power, the handling and the bigger the sportbike, the more
intense the experience. The SP also includes a special lightweight subframe with solo seat
cowl. The SP doesn t stop there, with hand-selected engine parts for weight and balance,
including pistons and connecting rods. Features May Incl
saab 9 5 trailer wiring harness
1995 polaris xplorer 400 wiring diagram
dodge ram 2500 forum
ude: Rider Position In , the footpegs were moved further back by 10mm, and the handlebar
angles revised inward and downward to move the rider triangle slightly downward and forward.
Windscreen A bubble-shaped windscreen works in concert with the rider position changes to
reduce wind resistance. The 43mm Showa fork is smoother, more responsive and gives you
excellent front-end feedback. This allows for a more compact design but more importantly, it
helps centralize the bike s mass. The design. Thousand Oaks, CA. Alamo Heights, TX.
Huntington Beach, CA. Carthagena, OH. Memphis, TN. Mill Valley, CA. Alamo, CA. Alert
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